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INTRODUCTION

• Translating a novel seems like a challenging task for a translator. The

distinctive cultural background among languages creates a gap in

translation in the novel.

• Selecting proper translation procedures and techniques are needed to

discover the closest natural equivalent of the source-language message.

• The aims of this research:

- to figure out and classify cultural terms in the source text (ST) with the

target text (TT).

- to find out and describe the translator’s effort in translating cultural terms

from the source text (ST) to the target text (TT) including the translation

procedures and techniques.
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• Newmark, adapting from Nida (as cited in Muryati, 2013) classifies cultural

aspects into five categories: ecology, material culture (artifacts), social culture,

organizations, and gestures and habits.

• Single technique, couplet, triplet, and quadruplet are used to find the precise

translation.

• Translation procedures: transposition, modulation, naturalization, contextual

conditioning, and footnotes (Newmark, et al. as cited in Hartono, 2017).

• Direct translation techniques: borrowing, calque, and literal.

• Indirect translation techniques: transposition, modulation, compensation,

adaptation, description, discursive creation, established equivalent,

generalization, particularization, reduction, substitution, variation, and

amplification (Albir, et al. as cited in Hartono, 2017).
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METHOD

Research Design

• Qualitative approach

Data Collection

• Document analysis 

Data Analysis

• Descriptive writing method

Research Object 

• Cultural terms in the source text
(ST) and the target text (TT)

• ST: Japanese novel “Kimi no
Suizo wo Tabetai” by Sumino
Yoru

• TT: Translated novel “I Want to
Eat Your Pancreas” by Khairun
Nisak
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Material 
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Ecology

5,31%

1. Cultural Terms (113 data)
1. Material Culture (Artifacts): 51 data

• 味噌汁 (misoshiru) (data A035)

2. Social Culture: 21 data

• ~さん (~san) (data S063)

3. Gestures and Habits: 19 data

• きちんと二拝二拍手一拝をする (kichinto

nihai nihakushu ippai wo suru) (data

S063)

4. Organization: 16 data

• PTA (Parent-Teacher Association) (data

O079)

5. Ecology: 6 data

• 桜 (sakura) (data E001)
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• 13 out of 18 translation procedures and techniques were used in an attempt to translate cultural
terms in the novel.

• Contextual conditioning, compensation, discursive creation, substitution, and variation were not
found as procedures and techniques in translating cultural terms in the novel.

• Single technique: footnotes, borrowing, literal, transposition, generalization, adaptation,
particularization, and established equivalent.

• Couplet technique: transposition + calque, borrowing + footnotes, transposition + description,
borrowing + transposition, transposition + amplification, transposition + adaptation,
transposition + established equivalent, transposition + particularization, adaptation + footnotes,
amplification + footnotes, amplification + reduction, literal + footnotes, transposition +
generalization, transposition + modulation, and transposition + reduction.

• Triplet technique: borrowing + amplification + transposition, amplification + generalization +
transposition, amplification + modulation + description, amplification + borrowing + footnotes,
and transposition + amplification + footnotes.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
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Based on the analysis of 113 data of cultural terms, it could be concluded that:

• The most discovered category of cultural terms is material culture (artifacts).

• Translator’s effort in translating cultural terms from the source text (ST) to the

target text (TT) (including translation procedures and techniques) with a single

translation technique was dominated with footnotes.

• Couplet translation techniques were dominated with transposition + calque.

• Triplet translation techniques were dominated with borrowing + amplification +

transposition.

• In selecting the appropriate translation procedures and techniques, the translator

kept aware of the context of the story.

CONCLUSION
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